Faculty Achievements
2022

Professor Isabelle Carbonell at the Alexis Gambis Masterclass in Montessuy
Anybody who has ever studied at a liberal arts university knows that its faculty is, above all, committed and devoted to teaching. Anybody who has ever taught at a liberal arts university knows that carving out time for research is an acquired craft, and that is what makes The American University of Paris’ annual publication of its Faculty Achievements Brochure a cause for celebration.

One of the core values at the heart of AUP’s mission is the desire to create engaged lifelong learners and this brochure demonstrates that this mission embraces not only the students but also AUP’s faculty. A great teacher inspires a student with a love of learning, and this communication is only truly effective when that love is shared. AUP’s faculty, through these achievements, demonstrates their lifelong vocation for learning and for sharing that acquired knowledge.

From peer-reviewed articles to conferences, to workshops, exhibitions, essays, field trips, awards, chapters and books, AUP’s faculty’s achievements take many different forms. Indeed, the diversity of the output defies easy categorization and therein lies its richness. Between the classroom and knowledge or cultural production is a thin permeable membrane. Teaching may give rise to research, just as research feeds into teaching. AUP’s faculty members are professors, advisors, mentors and guides: they are also scholars, explorers, scientists, artists, critics, and writers. This brochure celebrates the vibrancy, dynamism, intellectual rigor, and creativity of AUP’s faculty.

I hope you enjoy reading about their achievements as much as I do.

Dr. Hannah Westley
Interim Provost
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• —. "Le Liban au prisme des élections législatives - AOC media." AOC media - Analyse Opinion Critique, May 2022, https://aoc.media/analyse/2022/05/19/que-revelent-les-elections-legislatives-de-mai-2022-
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• “Palestine and the question of impunity.” Al-Quds Al-Arabi, June 2022.
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• —. “A Visit to Andalusia - Focus - Al-Ahram Weekly.” Ahram Online, 18 January 2022, https://english.ahram.org,eg/NewsContentP/50/1209/456534/AlAhram-Weekly/Focus/A-visit-to-Andalusia.aspx.
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Professor Renate Stauss (right) introduces ‘Detecting Greenwashing’
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Alijani, Shahram

- Scientific Committee Member and discussant, “Comment concevoir une finance permettant un système économique et social soutenable,” Symposium Finance, 11ème Congrès de l’AFEP. Qu’est-ce qu’un système économique et social soutenable ? Association française d’économie politique, 28 June-1 July, 2022, Amiens
- Chair and Panel Organizer, “Educating governance architects to counter existential risks: For organizations and/or their global environment,” European Academy of Management Symposium, Zhash School of Management, 15-17 June, Zurich, Switzerland.
- “Les inégalités et les risques existentiels : quels liens et processus?” Colloque 654, Réduire les inégalités pour sauver la planète : par quel bout commencer ? Association francophone pour le savoir 89th ACFAS Congress, 9-13 May, Université Laval, Québec, Canada.
- “Le dilemme de la rémunération des dirigeants. Quelle gouvernance pour quelle performance ?” Colloque 614, Rémunération des dirigeants, structure de propriété et gouvernance d’entreprise: enjeux et défis, Association francophone pour le savoir 89th ACFAS Congress, 9-13 May, Université Laval, Québec, Canada.

Andrianarivo Rakotobe, Franck H

- “Textual Famadihana in the Work of Jean-Luc Raharimanana.” Bodies
Workshops, Conferences, Presentations & Invited Talks

on the Edge: Life and Death in Migration, Thanatic Ethics International Conference, April 2022, Oxford University, Oxford, UK. Conference presentation.

Balestrieri, Francesca
- “Descent and étale-Brauer obstructions for 0-cycles”. Number Theory Seminar, University of Groningen, 2 February 2022, online. Invited talk.

Bloomfield, Anatole
- Invited Edward Shenkan, board member of Rotary International and Chair President of the International Services Committee, to give a lecture focusing on “Inspiring Action and Engagement, Savoring to Change Lives, Connecting the World and Serving Humanity” at American University of Paris, 11 April 2022.

Bodevin, Suzanne
- “The Importance of Sustainable Investments and Attainment of the UN Sustainable Development Goals”. Summer Academy of the Foundation St. Omer, July 2022, Paris, France. Lecture.
- Organized an event with Dr. Maria Carvalho (formerly of South Pole, currently Head of Climate Economics at Nat West, London) an expert on Carbon emissions and the EU ETS presented on the essentials of Carbon Net Zero Strategies; and with Dr. Joško Bobanović of Sofinova, who presented concrete examples of sustainable venture capital investments in the agricultural and industrial sectors.
  - Hosted Roland Lienau, chairman of Exceet Group SCA, who gave a lecture on the key success factors in Private Equity, adding concrete examples of specific investments under his supervision. It was for AUP Finance Club/Corporate Finance & Financial Markets classes.

Brockmeier, Jens
- “Erzählung und Emotionen (Narrative and emotions)”. Hans Kilian Lecture, Hans Kilian and Lotte Köhler Center of Sociocultural Psychology and Historical Anthropology, Ruhr University Bochum, November 2022, Bochum, Germany.
  - “It’s easy to get lost here: Narrating Lifetime”. Conference on Life Storying in the 21st Century: Interdisciplinary Approaches, Masaryk University, Faculty of Arts, 7 September 2022, Brno, Czech Republic. Keynote.
  - “Annie Ernaux and the contact zone between individual and historical time”. Einstein Center Chronoi, Free University Berlin / Humboldt-University Berlin, July 2022.

Caballer Gutierrez, Manuel
- “Red Listing Workshop”. International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), Queen’s University Belfast, 5-8 April 2022, online.
- “La Planète Révisée en Corse”. World Congress of Malacology, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich, 1-5 August 2022, Munich, Germany. Conference Presentation. DOI 10.23788/SPX-Suppl30A
- “Wenn ich mich recht erinnere – Fakt und Fiktion im autobiographischen Gedächtnis”. 8th Berlin Symposium Narrative Medicine: Narratives in medicine – Between fact and fiction, Institute of History and Ethics of Medicine, Charité University Hospital, Humboldt University Berlin, May 2022.
- “Literacy and narrative: Discovery stories”. Conference Multiplicities of Ill/Literacy, University of Bayreuth, May 2022, Bayreuth, Germany.

Carbonell, Isabelle

Caglayan, Emre
**Carlson, Kerstin**

- Virtual Forum entitled Understanding the War in Ukraine. The George and Irina Schaeffer Center Event, American University of Paris, 10 May 2022. Guest speaker.
- “Missing the Point: Narratives of Responsibility in the Charlie Hebdo Trial”. Terrorism in Court Workshop, Bielefeld University, 7-9 November 2022, Bielefeld, DE. Conference Presentation.
- “The International Criminal Court and War Crimes in Ukraine: What is next?”, University of Southern Denmark, 2 May 2022.
- Book Launch: The Justice Laboratory, American University of Paris, 10 October. 2022.
- “Bildungsgerechtigkeit” (‘Educational Justice’) Philosophy Department, University of Leipzig, June 2022, Germany.
- “Philosophy of Education”, Department of Philosophy, University of Graz, 15 June 2022, Austria. Lecture. Demokratieerziehung in digitalen Gesellschaften - Praktische Philosophie (uni-graz.at)
- Book Launch: The Justice Laboratory, Chatham House, May 2022, online.
- Talk on “Democratic Citizenship in Digitized Society”, Department of Philosophy, Politics, and Economics, University of Witten-Herdecke, June 2022, Germany.
- Talk on “Democratic Citizenship in Digitized Society”, Department of Philosophy, Politics, and Economics, University of Witten-Herdecke, June 2022, Germany.
- Talk on “Bildungsgerechtigkeit” (‘Educational Justice’) Philosophy Department, University of Leipzig, June 2022, Germany.
- “Philosophy of Education”, Department of Philosophy, University of Graz, 15 June 2022, Austria. Lecture. Demokratieerziehung in digitalen Gesellschaften - Praktische Philosophie (uni-graz.at)
- Talk on “Democratic Citizenship in Digitized Society”, Department of Philosophy, Politics, and Economics, University of Witten-Herdecke, June 2022, Germany.
- Talk on “Democratic Citizenship in Digitized Society”, Department of Philosophy, Politics, and Economics, University of Witten-Herdecke, June 2022, Germany.
- Talk on “Democratic Citizenship in Digitized Society”, Department of Philosophy, Politics, and Economics, University of Witten-Herdecke, June 2022, Germany.
- Invited Prof. Johannes Drerup (Universities of Amsterdam and Dortmund) to talk on “Democratic Education, Controversial Issues and the Digital Public Sphere.” Philosophy Program at the American University of Paris, November 2022.
- Hosted Edouard-Francois de Lencquesang (European Institute of Financial Regulation) to talk on “Humanism and Finance”. The Economics and Management Department, The Philosophy Program and Debate and Politics Club, American University of Paris, November 2022.
- Hosted Prof. Nita de Oliveira (University of Porto Alegre, Brazil) to give a lecture on “Critical Theory of Artificial Intelligence.” Philosophy Program, American University of Paris, October 2022.
- Hosted Prof. Alejandro Boni (University of Valencia, Spain) to talk on “Digital social innovations expanding epistemic capabilities towards a sustainable and just transition,” Philosophy Program, American University of Paris, September 2022.
- Hosted ‘Author-Meets-Critics Session’ with Nicole Hassoun on Global Health Impact – Extending

**Cath, Albert**

- Participated in two workshops of the book project “Epistemologies of Accountability” which was organized by LITEM Research Consortium, (Scalay, Institut Mines-Télécom).
- “Bildungsgerechtigkeit” (‘Educational Justice’) Philosophy Department, University of Leipzig, June 2022, Germany.
- “Philosophy of Education”, Department of Philosophy, University of Graz, 15 June 2022, Austria. Lecture. Demokratieerziehung in digitalen Gesellschaften - Praktische Philosophie (uni-graz.at)
- Book Launch: The Justice Laboratory, Chatham House, May 2022, online.


Dennis, Amanda
- “Autobiographical Memory and Forgiveness”. Virtual Moral Narratives Workshop, 29 November 2022, Princeton, US. Guest lecture/panel discussion.

Dow, William
- “The Aural Nonfiction Novel in Ira Glass’s This American Life.” Narrative Journalism Across Media: Nonfiction Ethics and Literary Aesthetics, Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communications, 3-6 August 2022, Detroit, US. Panel.
- “And to all we appeal: Re-Envisioning Transatlantic Mobility in Margaret Fuller’s Literary Journalism.” Literary Journalism and Justice, The Sixteenth International Conference for Literary Journalism Studies, 12-14 May, 2022, virtual. Panel.

Dwibedy, Biswamit
- Conducted poetry workshop for Graduate Studies, Berhampur University, January 2022, Brahmapur, India.
- Ronald Barthes Reading Group, Spring 2022.

Earhart, Robert

Elder, Tanya
- Ran a series of online workshops on “Communication for Development” for three cohorts of students from India and Australia.

Feldman, Jessica

Feitham, Oliver
- Gave a seminar on “Contemporary Critique of Luxury” at AUP to a group of visiting students from the Department of Philosophy at
Radboud University, 2 May 2022.

- Presented the first version of the paper “Socio-natural ropes in Smith and Marx” as part of the Panel on “Ideology and Science in the Multinaturalist Conjunct” at the American Comparative Literature Association Annual Conference, 16 June 2022, online.

- Presented the paper “Institution and Organisation” in the Rethinking Institutions: Heterodox and Critical Perspectives Workshop at the Institute of Philosophy within the Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts (ZRC Sazu), 25 August 2022.

- Presented the second version of the paper “Socio-natural ropes in Smith and Marx” at the Annual Conference of the Australasian Society for Continental Philosophy at the University of Melbourne, 28 November 2022.

Fraser, Matthew

- “Bolshevik and Jacobin Revolutions: From Religious Iconoclasm to Political Idolatry.” 3rd International Conference on The Visual Culture of Iconoclasm and Atheism, Center for Icon Studies, 11 June 2022, online. Conference Presentation.

Gao, Zed Zhipeng

- “Human Agency in Chinese Communist Revolution: Between Science and Ideology”. The history of Science Colloquium, University of Erfurt, December 2022, online.


- Co-organizer of the symposium entitled “Deglobalization and Psychosocial Life”. Biennial Conference of the International Society for Theoretical Psychology, June 2022, online.


Gardner, Hall


Gilbert, Geoffreyy

- Chaired two sessions at the Gender and Medieval Studies Conference, at The American University of Paris, 5-7 January 2022.


Golub, Philip


- Closed seminar on ”Iranian and Middle East Futures”, co-sponsored by the IreMMo (Institut de recherches sur la Méditerranée et le Moyen Orient) and the French Senate, Sénat, 1 April 2022, Paris, FR. Invited Talk.

- Participated in the conception and scientific organization of the international conference entitled “Reimagining-reinventing Cosmopolitan spaces in conflict and post-conflict zones”, co-organized by the American University of Paris, Schaeffer Center, Sciences Po, Institute of Higher Studies of the University of Rijeka, Institute of Philosophy and Social Theory, Belgrade. 26-29 May, 2022, Cres, Croatia.

Grigorenko, Tatiana

- Invited artist talk “Taped/A Liminal Square: Tatiana Grigorenko and Maryna Semenkova in conversation with Clotilde Scordia” at L’air Arts, Paris, April 2022.


Hägel, Peter


Harsin, Jayson


Hobart, Brenton
• “La ‘saulce verte’ expliquée par les traités d’épidémies et de pestilences”, Renaissance Society of America Annual Conference, 9 March 2022, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Hollinshead-Strick, Cary
• “From Rags to Wood Pulp: When the Ciseleur Supplants the Chiffonnier”. Nineteenth-Century French Studies Colloquium, 1 November 2022, New York, USA. Conference Presentation.
• Chaired two sessions in the Gender and Medieval Studies Conference, at The American University of Paris, 5-7 January 2022. Invited Sima Godfrey (U. of British Columbia) to give a talk entitled, “Cultural Memory, National Identity, and Collective Forgetting: Crimea, the war the French won and forgot” on April 25, 2022, online.

Kazandjian, Seta

Kinne, Elizabeth

Kurkdjian, Sophie
• “From Vogue to French Vogue: visual culture and national identities in the American and French fashion press, 1920-1940 or The quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns in the fashion press”. La circulation transatlantique de la mode au XXe siècle: aspects Culturels et symboliques, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle, 14 November 2022, online. Conference Presentation.
• “La garçonne, fille de la guerre?”. Colloque International Itinéraires de la Garçonne, Université d’Angers. 16-17 September 2022. Conference Presentation.

Kobtzeff, Oleg
• Keynote speaker at the Conference entitled “Rusie / Ukraine - Écoute et dialogue face au péril”, organized by ASCPE, 24 April 2022, Paris. www.youtube.com/watch?v=tW9FFN1fqA

Laurent, Caroline
• Co-organized with Dominique Carlini-Versini from Durham University, UK. “Bodies, Borders, and Boundaries”. Women in French Australia, CFP Seminar Series, October 2022 – April 2023, online.

Libina, Marsha
• Panel organizer. “Bodily Relics and Anatomies of the Sacred.” Renaissance Society of America (RSA), March 30-April 2, 2022, Dublin, Ireland.

McGuinness, Justin
Majed, Ziad
- “How are we convinced? Or, where do we derive our convictions from?”. Arab Intellectuals in the 20th & 21st Centuries, Symposium organized by the Center for Arab & Middle Eastern Studies (AUB), the Mohammad Atallah Chair for Ethics (AUB), and the Institut Français du Proche-Orient (IFPO), American University of Beirut, 24 March 2022. Panel Discussion.
- “Autobiographical Writing: A Work in Progress” with Beata Umubyeyi Mairesse, Musée d’Aquitaine, Bordeaux, October 2022.

Malo, Stéphane
- Organized a workshop on “Design Thinking”. The American University of Paris, in October 2022. The guest speaker was Victor Schiller, President of R Cubed Group.
- Panel member for degree defenses at Université Catholique de l’Ouest (UCO) Bretagne Nord, France, November 2022.

Martz, Linda

Medin, Daniel
- “Literary Activism;” lecture for the Institute of Germanic Languages and Literature at Bern University, Bern, December 2022.
- “Geflüster pflücken: Gedichte aus dem Tagalog übersetzen” with Annette Hug and Eva Schestag, part of the series Weltlyrikubersetzen hosted by the Comparative Literature Department of the Goethe Universität, Frankfurt am Main, November 2022.
- “Portraying the Self, Portraying Others” with Anne Weber and Tess Lewis, CWT event at American University of Paris, September 2022.
- “A Conversation about Hurricane Season” with Fernanda Melchor, Bergen International Literature Festival, Bergen, February 2022.
- “In the Details” with Adania Shibli, Bergen International Literature Festival, Bergen, February 2022.
- “Portraying the Self, Portraying Others” with Anne Weber and Tess Lewis, CWT event at American University of Paris, September 2022.
- “A Conversation about Hurricane Season” with Fernanda Melchor, Bergen International Literature Festival, Bergen, February 2022.
- “In the Details” with Adania Shibli, Bergen International Literature Festival, Bergen, February 2022.

Medved, Maria
- Board Member and co-organizer of the Berlin Conference of Narrative Medicine entitled “Narratives in medicine: Between fact and fiction”. Charité Hospital/Humbolt University,

• Organized the workshop "The Sweetgrass Method: H.o.p.e for Indigenous People", where Dr. Standing Eagle Baez (Bemidji State University) and Dr. Allison Baez (University of Iowa College of Public Health) gave a presentation on Indigenous Mental Health, 13 December 2022.

Mlih, Fouad
• “La dialectique (ğadal) aux Iv e /Xe et Ve /Xle s. : voie théologienne et voie philosophique. L’intervention avicennienne”. Forum Insaniyyat, Université de la Manouba, Université de Tunis, 21 September 2022, Tunis, Tunisia. Conference Presentation.

Odonkor, Evelyn
• "Drivers of Mobile Technology Adoption in Cuba and Ghana". Digital Marketing, 10th Annual International Conference on Contemporary Marketing Issues, ICCMI, July 8 -10, 2022, Naxos, Greece. Paper Presentation.

• Assisted in organizing the 10th Annual Conference of Africa Business and Entrepreneurship Research Society focusing on " Post-Covid-19 Challenges: Lessons Learned and Opportunities", and chaired two sessions on Entrepreneurship and Education. Laval University, May 18 - 21, 2022 in Québec, Canada.

Picard, Anne-Marie


Rast, Rebekah

• Rast, Rebekah, et al. "Role of frequency and L1/L2 typology in the acquisition of inflectional morphology by absolute beginners". 31st Annual Conference of the European Second Language Acquisition (Eurolsa 31), University of Fribourg, 26 August 2022, Fribourg, Switzerland. Conference Presentation.

Roda, Claudia
• Organization, attendance with students, and participation in the panel titled "EMERGE Forum on The Future of AI driven Humanity and the International Scientific Conference on Digital Society Now". Digital Society Lab, Digital Society Lab of the Institute for Philosophy and Social Theory, University of Belgrade, 16 December 2022, Belgrade, Serbia.

Roy, Sneharika

• "L’écosocialisme et le messianisme vert dans The Word for World is Forest d’Ursula Le Guin". Ecologie et Environnementalisme: entre la politique et le sacré, University of Angers, 1 April 2022, Angers, FR. Conference Presentation.


Russakoff, Anna

Ryman, Rene


• “Europe’s Pandemic Rebound: The New Era of Education, Health Care, Employment and AI Technology.”
Sawyer, Stephen
- Co-convener of an international symposium with Julian Culp entitled “What Demos for the 21st Century?”, hosted by the Center for Critical Democracy Studies as part of the Contemporary European Democratic Theory lecture series, American University of Paris, April 2022.
- Imperial Histories workshop at University of Chicago, November 2022. Chicago, IL. Invited speaker.
- Political Theory Workshop at Stanford University, 6 May 2022. Invited speaker.
- Democracy Symposium at Stanford University, May 2022. Invited speaker.
- Co-convener of the Conference entitled “Open Access Publishing: A New Era in Scholarly Communication”, hosted by The International Political Science Association (IPSA) in collaboration with Concordia University, the Konrad Adenauer Foundation and the American Political Science Association (APSA), Concordia University 13-14 September 2022, Montréal, Canada.
- Invited to Festschrift of Jan Goldstein, the Norman and Edha Freehling Professor of History at the University of Chicago. May 2022.

Schiff, Brian
- “Storying Justice.” 10th Narrative Matters Conference, Mercer University, 17 May 2022, Atlanta, Georgia, US. Keynote Speech.
- Co-organized the international conference entitled “The Photography of Persecution: Pictures of the Holocaust” in collaboration with the Schaeffer Center.

Shimony, Jonathan
- “Artist’s Talk”, FRAME, March 2022.
- “Artist’s Talk”, Focus Art Fair, June 2022.
- Permanent representation in the AZ Gallery, Murano, Venice, Italy.

Slavkova, Iveta

Spieler, Miranda
- “Le réformisme et la place de la femme dans l’islam contemporain/ Reform and the Role of Women in Contemporary Islam with Kahina Bahloul”, hosted by The George & Irina Schaeffer Center, 10 March 2022, online. Co-organizer and chair.
- “Esclaves domestiques et la police parisienne”, Policer les populations noires en Europe dans le long 18e siècle, organized by l’Institut d’Histoire Moderne et Contemporaine (Paris I-CNRS-ENS) and the University of Californie (Irvine), Paris-Sorbonne I, Paris-Sorbonne I, Centre Malher, 16 June 2022. Conference Presentation.
- Commentary on Cécile Vidal et al., Une histoire sociale du nouveau monde, at the Journée Mondes Américaines, 11 March 2022, École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, Campus Condorcet.

Stauss, Renate
Invited talk.


• “Vestimentary Protest: Dress as Visualized Resistance and Agency”. International Week, FH Bielefeld, University of Applied Sciences, 2 May 2022, online. Invited talk.

• “Vestimentärer Protest: Kleidung als visualisierter Widerstand und Handlungsmacht”. Film Costume Design, Berlin University of the Arts, 24 January 2022, online. Invited talk.


• “Promoting Paris Fashion and Coordinating Paris Fashion Week: The key role of the FHCM” as part of Fashion Industry Talks. Guest: Pascal Morand, Executive President of the Federation de la Haute Couture et de la Mode, American University of Paris, 8 June 2022. Host.


• “Misfit Masculinities: Self-Fashioning in a Sanist and Ableist World”, lecture by Ben Barry, fashion scholar/activist, Dean of the School of Fashion at The New School’s Parsons School of Design, New York City, US. Fashion Talks at AUP 2021-2022: Between Consumption, Criticism and Activism, 27 April 2022, online. Host.


Stöpel, Michael

• Stöpel, Michael, Christine Furno and Meredith Saba. “Emerging Reference and Information Services: Three Institutional Perspectives on Connecting with our Communities in a Post-Pandemic World.” World Library and Information Congress 2022 (IFLA), 27 July 2022, Dublin, Ireland. Panel Discussion.


Supinyak, Carlos Eduardo


Treilhou, Stephane

• “Facteur d’instruments à clavier de table”. La Se édition du festival Les Marteaux de Gellone, Centre
Valeonti, Sofia
- Economic History Seminar, Paris School of Economics, April 6, 2022 [“The Money Struggle: An Interpretation of Democracy, Depreciation and Taxes in the U.S. Civil War” co-authored with Ariel Ron]. Guest Speaker.
- History of Economics Society Annual Conference (HES), University of St. Thomas, June 16-18, 2022 [“Stephen Colwell’s Political Economy”]. International conference.

Ward, James
- “Option Pricing Models and Underlying Assumptions” Pyongyang University of Science and Technology, June 2022. Online Guest lecture.
- Co-organizer and speaker at the 4th Annual Conference of the “Centre de droit comparé et internationalisation du droit”, Law Faculty, Sorbonne University: “La recherche juridique face à l’interdisciplinarité: des juristes indisciplinés ou trop disciplinés ?”, December 13, 2022.
- “Local courts as Global Actors”. Convener of two panels at The 7th Law and Society Global Conference, July 2022, Lisbon, Portugal.
- —. Presentation of a paper: “The Bataclan Trial: Hybridization of Criminal and Restorative Justice”.
- “Theorizing Ethnographic Court Research; The Case of French Terror trials” paper presentation in the international workshop “Empirical research with judicial professionals and courts: Methods and practices”. International Institute for the Sociology of Law, 23-24 June 2022, Onati, Spain (invitation).
- “The transformation of the terror trial in the era of transnational jihadism: What can we learn from the French Bataclan trial for the prosecution of mass crimes?”. International Law Forum, Hebrew University, 11 April 2022, Jerusalem, Israel. Lecture.
- “Terrorism on Trial: Insights from the French Bataclan Trial and Beyond”. Sciences Po, 6 April 2022. Guest Speaker.
- Presented her co-edited book “The President on Trial: Prosecuting Hissène Habré” at UCL Faculty of Laws, 18 March 2022.
- Lecture at the United Nations Investigation Mechanism on the crimes committed in Syria, January 2022, online.
- “Judge and the cultural expertise: The case of Asylum courts.” National School of Judges (ENM), September 29, 2022 (lecture).

Westley, Hannah

Williams, Russell
- Williams, Russel. "Lire Anéantir". Séminaire Michel Houellebecq, Université Paris Nanterre/Sorbonne Université, 7 April 2022, Paris, FR.
Zinigrad, Roman

EXTERNAL GRANTS

Berg, Elena
• Richard Lounsbery Foundation award granted to the Environmental Science Center to support research on the consequences of urbanization and land use change for biodiversity and behaviour.

Brockmeier, Jens
• Fellowship, Einstein Center Chronoi, Berlin - continuing (Summer session).

Carlson, Kerstin Bree
• Dreyers Fund, Denmark, to support fieldwork for terror trial ethnography.

Culp, Julian
• Honorarium from the University of Arizona Freedom Center.

Dwibedy, Biswamit
• AMICAL Small Grants, 2022.

Grigorenko, Tatiana
• George and Irina Schaeffer Foundation Grant.

Gunn, Daniel
• Grant, the San Francisco Foundation.

Kim, Youna
• Research Grant, the Academy of Korean Studies (AKS-2022-R-015).

Rast, Rebekah
• CNRS Funds, Groupeement d'intérêt scientifique (GIS), ReAL2 - Réseau français d'acquisition des langues secondes.

Sawyer, Stephen
• OppAttune, Horizon Europe.
• Grant, Neubauer Collegium, University of Chicago, for "Democracy and Capitalism: An Interdisciplinary Project in History, Law, and Politics".

Slavkova, Iveta
• Travel grant, Musée du Havre for the conference “Salvador Dali et le Surréalisme”, October 2022.
• Travel grant, Mairie de Nice for the conference “Picasso-Guernica”, April 2022.

Stauss, Renate
• Grant, Senate Berlin / City Partnership (Senatkanzlei Berlin / Städtepartnerschaftsprojekte Berlin–Paris).
• Einstein Foundation Grant.

Stoepel, Michael
• AMICAL Digital Oral History Cohort Program, 2022.
• AMICAL Digital Oral History Institute, 2022.
• Global Liberal Course Connection (GLCC) workshop, 2022.

Tresilian, David
• AMICAL Digital Oral History Institute, facilitated by Brooke Bryan, June-July 2022;
• Digital Humanities, Oxford Summer School, Introduction to Digital Humanities Online Workshop, 11-15 July 2022.

Weill, Sharon
• Asylum Courts Research Project from the Institut des Études et de la Recherche sur le Droit et la Justice (CNRS/Ministry of Justice).

Zinigrad, Roman
• D.Rad Grant.
INTERNAL GRANTS

**Andrianarivo Rakotobe, Franck H**
- Faculty Development Grant for presenting at the African Studies Association Conference (Philadelphia, November 2022) and at the Thanatos Ethics International Conference (Oxford, April 2022).

**Berg, Elena**
- Faculty Development Grant to attend and give a talk at the Taste & Design Awards in Los Angeles, CA in August 2022.

**Bodevin, Suzanne**
- Faculty Development Grant to attend two conferences on Sustainable Investment.

**Brockmeier, Jens**
- Faculty Development Grant for a trip to Ontario, Canada, for ongoing culture-psychological research with Aboriginal people on concepts of health and disease.

**Caballer Gutierrez, Manuel**
- Faculty Development Grant to participate in the World Congress of Malacology, Munich.

**Caglayan, Emre**
- Faculty Development Grant to present his paper titled “Walking with Film as Critical Method” at the Annual Network for European Cinema Studies (NECS) Conference in Bucharest, June 2022.
- Faculty Development Grant to attend Il Cinema Ritrovato Festival in Bologna, June 2022.

**Carlson, Kerstin Bree**
- Faculty Development Grant to attend Law and Society Conference, July 2022.

**Culp, Julian**
- Faculty Development Grant.
- Fellowship of the Center for Critical Democracy Studies.

**Dwibedy, Biswamit**
- Faculty Development Grant.

**Einbinder, Fred**
- Faculty Development Grant to speak at UNECE 6th Forum, 2-6 May 2022, Barcelona, Spain.

**Feldman, Jessica**
- Faculty Development Grant, spring 2022.
- Faculty Development Grant, fall 2022.

**Feltham, Oliver**
- Faculty Development Grant to present a paper at the Annual Conference of the Australasian Society for Continental Philosophy at the University of Melbourne in November 2022.

**Gao, Zed Zhipeng**
- Faculty Development Grant.

**Grigorenko, Tatiana**
- Civic Media Grant.
- Faculty Development Grant.

**Gunn, Daniel**
- Faculty Development Grant.

**Hägel, Peter**
- Faculty Development Grant for participation in the Conference entitled “Autonomy in the Digital Age: Rethinking Relationships between Humans, Technology and Society” hosted by the University of Bonn, November 20-22, 2022.

**Hollinshead-Strick, Cary**
- Faculty Development Grant to present at the NCFS Colloquium.

**Kazandjian, Seta**
- Financial support to attend a conference.

**Kinne, Elizabeth**
- Funded by the Office of the President and the Office of the Provost for GMS 2023.
- Funded to participate in the NEH Summer Institute Philosophies of Care at Reed College, Portland, USA.

**Kim, Youna**
- Faculty Development Grant.

**Libina, Marsha**
- Faculty Development Grant.

**Medin, Daniel**
- Faculty Development Fund for editorial visits to Oslo, Barcelona and Lyon.

**Medved, Maria**
- Faculty Development Grant to present at the Annual Berlin Conference of Narrative Medicine, Berlin, Germany.

**Odonkor, Evelyn**
- Faculty Development Grant.

**Rast, Rebekah**
- Mellon Grant to support school visits in Malta in view of future partnerships for experiential learning.
Roy, Sneharika
- Faculty Development Grant to present her paper “L’écosocialisme et le messianisme vert dans The Word for World is Forest d’Ursula Le Guin” at the Ecologie et Environnementalisme Conference, University of Angers, 31 March – 1 April, 2022.

Ryman, René
- Faculty Development Grant for Applied AI Conference, St. Paul, MN, 11 April 2022.

Schiff, Brian
- Faculty Development Grant.

Slavkova, Iveta
- Faculty Development Grant to register for the ISSS Annual Conference, November 2022.

Stauss, Renate
- Faculty Development Grant.
- TLC/Provost.
- Funding for Conference Organization.

Suprinyak, Carlos Eduardo
- Faculty Development Grant for participation in the 8th Latin American Conference on the History of Economic Thought, Montevideo, Uruguay, April 2022.

Tresilian, David
- Faculty Development Grant to attend the BATA Conference
- Faculty Development Grant to take Arabic classes at Marie de Paris.

Valeonti, Sofia
- Faculty Development Grant for participation in the History of Economics Society Annual Conference and the Iberian Association of the History of Economic Thought Conference.

Weill, Sharon
- Faculty Development Grant to participate in a workshop in Spain.

Westley, Hannah
- Faculty Development Grants for conference participation.

Zhang, Kate-Yue
- Faculty Development Funds to attend the Joint Academy of Management Review and Academy of Management Discoveries workshop, 4-5 July 2022, Warsaw, Poland.
Carbonell, Isabelle
- Installation of her film *The Blessed Assurance* in Locust Projects Gallery, Group show called "The Depths", curated by Beatriz Munoz, 5 Jan - 5 Feb 2022, Miami, FL.
- Installation of *When Monsters Walked the Earth* (2021) in the Diorama Room Arts Space gallery show "Tune into Green" 1 Feb - 1 March, 2022, Austin, Texas.
- "Polyps are a Pluriverse". Special online stream on OceanArchives.org during the World Ocean Day, May 2022.
- Premiered 45 minutes of the 12-hour installation piece "Medusa’s Mirage: A Tidal Opera", which was installed in an old seaplane hangar of Lake Como, during the Livability Symposium, October 2022, Como, Italy.

Feldman, Jessica
- Sound installation "Snow in Mória" in No Home Radius 20000 km, group show at gallery Villa Radet, Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris.

Kurkdjian, Sophie

Grigorenko, Tatiana

Shimony, Jonathan
- FRAME Art Fair.
- Focus Art Fair, Le Carrousel du Louvre, Paris.
- Permanent representation in the AZ Gallery, Murano, Venice, Italy.

Treilhou, Stéphane
- Artistic director of the festival "Les clavicordales", 11-14 August 2022.
VI. Collaborations with Students

Andrianarivo Rakotobe, Franck H
- Faculty advisor to Bridges and Borderlands.
- Faculty advisor to the French Club.
- Collaborated with Dominic Spade, member of the International and Comparative Politics Student Board, for an interview published online for the ICP Board in February 2022 for Black History Month.

Berg, Elena
- Faculty advisor to AUP Green.
- Collaborated with Clark Marchese during two Directed Studies projects to develop a plan for composting on AUP’s campus.
- Collaborated with Pamela Posada, the winner of the logo competition; Emmanuelle Manas who is the student senator for Environmental Science; Sarah Glavan who is interested in taking over AUP Green; Blanca Esteban Brown who briefly stepped up to run AUP Green; Marteena Mendelsohn who created an infographic about composting; Hera Soysal and Sophie Adams to discuss composting in the residences.
- Erected a series of QR posters created by Carolin Sibel Wilhelm, related to the work of the Montessuy Center of Arts.
- Collaborated with former AUP student Tony Hung on writing a manuscript on beetle response to fluctuating temperatures.

Bloch Lainé, Raphaël
- Mentor to French Club, Spring 2022.

Cath, Albert
- Collaborated with the summer 2022 MSIM Directed Study group of students Heather Strassel, Alem Blansett, Karolina Krakowiak, Isabelle Weber, and Shannon Henry to write “Stratégie à la Mode: Fashionability and Trendiness in Management Thought, Theory & Practice”.

Carlson, Kerstin Bree
- Book launch, The Justice Laboratory, October 2022.

Culp, Julian
- Faculty advisor of the Hibou Magazine.
- Faculty advisor of the Debate and Politics Club.
- Organized a student event for the Finance Club on the topic of Humanism and Finance, together with the Department of Economics and Business Administration.
Dennis, Amanda
• Editing workshop for Paris/Atlantic editors focused on editing fiction and poetry, copy-editing, and corresponding with authors.
• Directed studies with Serena Leilani and Carolin Sibel Wilhelm on their novels, and with Evan Floyd on his television series/screenplay of a pilot episode.

Earhart, Robert

Elder, Tanya
• Faculty advisor of AUP Green.

Feltham, Oliver
• Collaborated with Anthony El Ghazal to record his full-length play Twig, starring students from the Philosophy program at AUP. Zoe Felix and Chris Turner, along with Professors Cary Hollinshead-Strick, Elena Berg, Ruth Corran, and Claudio Piani; in view of producing a podcast.

Gunn, Daniel
• Supervised an USC (University of Southern California) student who helped with work at the Center for Writers and Translators at AUP.

Harsin, Jayson
• Faculty advisor to AUP Student Debate and Politics Club.

Hecker, Jurgen
• Band coach and member for the music of “Footloose”, a musical to be performed at AUP in April 2023.

Hollinshead-Strick, Cary
• Supervised a directed study for Marteena Mendel-Duckins, who was directing The Complete works of William Shakespeare (Abridged).
• Organized a trip with students to Comédie française performance of George Sand’s Gabriel.

Kurkdjian, Sophie
• Visited Chanel 19m with Kate Yue-Zhang’s Intercultural Management students.
• Visited the Film festival ASVOFF with students on 10 November 2022.
• Visited Musée Yves Saint Laurent; Chloé Archives, Musée Guimet with students in November 2022.

Laurent, Caroline
• Visited a photo exhibition on Gaston Paris at the Centre Pompidou and an exhibition on Elie Kagan at La Contemporaine in Nanterre with students

Lincoln, Lissa
• Faculty advisor and editor for Roaches student publication.
• Faculty advisor to “OpenMended” student club.

Majed, Ziad
• Faculty Advisor to student clubs, BV Syria and Arabesque.

Martz, Linda
• Faculty Advisor for ReSisters, an AUP student club that aims to promote intersectional feminist resources, discussion, and activism on campus.

Medin, Daniel
• Faculty advisor to senior student Mary Noorlander for editorial, promotional, and organizational tasks at the Center for Writers and Translators as well as set up a position for her at The White Review as a reader for their Short Story Prize.
• Collaborated with alumni to help promote their translations and other publications via social media, arrange reviews and press coverage, publicizing coverage of their translations in prominent journals such as the New York Review of Books (long article on Emma Ramadan translations of Anne Garréta) and London Review of Books (which ran a long piece on the Marguerite Duras translation by Ramadan with Olivia Baes).

Medved, Maria
• Sheep Brain Dissection opportunity for students across the university (in association with SGA) as a part of the course Brain and Behavior
• Faculty mentor to Future Doctors of the World.
• Faculty mentor to SGA Departmental Representative.

Odonkor, Evelyn
• Faculty advisor to Black and Abroad.
Picard, Anne-Marie
• Organized Festival de la Bande Dessinée (Graphic Novel Festival) in collaboration with students and Library staff.
• Faculty advisor to Campus Unicef France.

Rast, Rebekah
• Appointed Sofia Tomasevic to be the research assistant for First Exposure Studies in Second/Third Language Acquisition Project.
• Worked closely with Motse Ntloedibe – Kuswani, an AUP graduate student, and Cody Bucher, both of whom coordinated visits and accompanied new FirstBridge students in two experiential learning/community engagement projects: Collège Jean-Jacques Rousseau in Pré-St-Gervais and Quartiers Solidaires p’tits déj at the Cours de Maroc, Paris.

Regan, Marie
• Mentored senior students in putting on the annual Film Festival.

Roda, Claudia
• Co-authored paper with students Nicole Santiago and Sienna Colburn and participated in the panel “EMERGE Forum on The Future of AI driven Humanity and the International Scientific Conference on Digital Society Now”, Digital Society Lab, Digital Society Lab of the Institute for Philosophy and Social Theory, University of Belgrade, 16 December 2022, Belgrade, Serbia.

Sawyer, Stephen
• Faculty advisor to ICP (International and Comparative Politics) Student Board.

Schiff, Brian
• Co-organized the International Conference “The Photography of Persecution: Pictures of the Holocaust” at AUP, together with the Schaeffer Center, June 2022.

Shimony, Jonathan
• Faculty advisor to the Student Art Club.
• Ongoing collaboration with the staff of The Peacock and Paris/Atlantic on all visual materials.

Shiryaeva, Natalya
• Collaborated with former student Rona Phi on a research project on Nike Inc.

Slavkova, Iveta
• Recommended and appointed Agata Kozuchowska and Kellin Quealy as moderators for “Surrealisms” Virtual Annual Conference of the International Society for the Study of Surrealism, 17-20 November 2022.

Stauss, Renate
• Faculty advisor to Fashion Club
• Created and supervised two undergraduate conference internships for AUP students Marteena Mendelssohn and Bianca Bozzo Navarro Grau for the Digital Multilogue on Fashion Education 2022.

Weill, Sharon
• AUP student Johan Sebastian Febres was an intern at the Justice Lab with my research project on Asylum court. Students of the Justice Lab did court observations at the Asylum court and filled observation reports as part of my research.

Zhang Yue, Kate
• Visited Chanel’s atelier “19M” with students for the Intercultural Management class, March 2022.

Zinigrad, Roman
• “Tocqueville Challenge”: prepared a team of three students for developing a project of general interest that competed in an international competition organized by the Tocqueville Foundation together with Stephen Sawyer.
• Engaged and collaborated with three undergraduate students on research related to the D.Rad research project.
• Engaged and collaborated with an
Professor Biswamit Dwibedy presents during ‘Current Trends in the Environmental Humanities’

Professor Stéphane Treilhou demonstrates for students during an art class

Professor Claudia Roda (left) helps students during a Data Industry Practicum

Professor Jonathan Shimony with students on the Cultural Program trip to Madrid
VII. Collaborations with Faculty

**Berg, Elena**
- Faculty mentor to Prof. Caroline Laurent.
- Played the role of François in Prof. Oliver Feltham’s play, *Twig*.
- Collaborated with Claudio Piani on a climate change experiment in which the response of beetle populations.
- Collaborated with Manuel Caballer on a behavioural study of fluorescent marine organisms, subsidized by the Lounsbery Foundation, a collaboration between AUP, CNRS, IFREMER, the *Aquarium de Paris*, and the *Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle*.

**Biswamit, Dwibedy**
- Designed and co-taught the course “Queer Thought” with Geoffrey Gilbert.
- Organized a study trip to Royaumont Abbey with Amanda Dennis.

**Caballer Gutierrez, Manuel**
- Collaboration with Elena Berg on the project “The meaning of fluorescent pigments on marine species” which studies the behaviour of marine sea slugs under the light of different wavelengths, specifically using the UV-spectrum.

**Canelas, Carla**
- Faculty mentor to Assist. Prof. Zed Zhipeng Gao from Department of Psychology, Health & Gender, 21-22.

**Cath, Albert**

**Carlson, Kerstin Bree**
- Co-organized the workshop “The Justice Laboratory: International Law in Africa” with Andrea Rosengarten, October 2022.

**Caglayan, Emre**
- Collaborated with Oliver Feltham on a student-oriented discussion session dedicated to the cinema of Jean-Luc Godard.

**Dennis, Amanda**
- Co-led a Creative Writing study trip to Royaumont Abbey with Dwibedy Biswamit.
- Co-taught “French Feminist Fiction” with Cary Hollinshead-Strick.
- Launched a new FirstBridge course with Daniel Medin.

**Dow, William**
**Doyle, Waddick**
- Collaborated with Justin McGuinness to create an NGO practicum in Senegal.

**Earhart, Robert**
- Collaborated with Gail Hamilton, Albert Cath, Natalya Shiryaeva, and Waddick Doyle to develop the Strategic Management Program.
- Conducted research on "Remote Work" and "Well-Being" with Kate Zhang.
- Directed study group together with Albert Cath on "Hypermanagement" ending in July 2022 and on "Stratégie à la Mode" starting in June 2022.

**Elder, Tanya**
- Co-taught "Interpreting Cultures, Inventing worlds" with Sneharika Roy.

**Feldman, Jessica**
- Collaborated with Noémie Oxley on a scientific report "Associative Networks and Civic Media" that explores how associations create and use networking tools for democratic participation for IFMA (Institut Français du Monde Associatif).

**Feltham, Oliver**
- Participated in a neoliberalism reading group organized by Roman Zinigrad, Julian Culp and Sofia Valeonti, 18 November 2022.

**Gao, Zed Zhipeng**
- Co-edited a book volume with Maria Medved.

**Gilbert, Geoffrey**
- Co-taught "The World, the Text, and the Critic II" with Amanda Dennis and Russell Williams.
- Co-taught "Queer Theory and Writing" with Biswamit Dwibedy.
- Co-organized a workshop with Elizabeth Kinne for faculty on designing and designing assessment for First Bridge and FYE, May 2022.
- Co-taught a FirstBridge course with Sofia Valeonti.
- Collaborated with William Dow in the organization of "Documentary Poetry, Popular Protest and Activism: An International Poetry and Poetics Seminar" which is to take place at the American University of Paris, on June 15-17, 2023.

**Gunn, Daniel**
- Continued collaboration with Daniel Medin on the Center for Writers and Translators, for the "Cahiers Series", a set of short books published in association with Sylph Editions.
- Collaborated with four alumni, David Kammerman, Chloe Elder, Lydia Wiernik Partenio, and Eugene Manning on the Spark Project.

**Golub, Philip**
- Collaborated with Brian Schiff and the Schaeffer Center on prospective interdisciplinary conferences.
- Co-taught "Conflict and the Cosmopolitan Imagination" with Brian Schiff.

**Hägel, Peter**
- Co-taught courses with Julian Culp and Carlos Eduardo Suprinyak.

**Hamilton, Gail**
- Co-taught the FirstBridge Course “Holding Out for a Hero” with Russell Williams.

**Harding, Adrian**
- Mentor to Professor Aurélien Bellucci.

**Hollinshead-Strick, Cary**
- Co-taught "French Feminist Fiction" with Amanda Dennis.
- Created a new full-year FirstBridge course "Minorities in France since the Revolution" with Raphaël Bloch-Lainé.

**Kinne, Elizabeth**
- Co-created the FirstBridge course "Worlds of Wine with Raphaël Bloch-Lainé.
- Co-taught Women in World History I with Linda Martz (FA22).

**Kurkdjian, Sophie**

**Laurent, Caroline**
- Worked with Anne-Marie Picard to launch Conférences Francophones of FSML (French Studies and Modern Languages) Department and organize FFIRE - Forum francophone interdépartemental de Recherches et d’Enseignement in collaboration with Organisation Internationale de la Francophonie.

**Libina, Marsha**
- Collaborated with Geoffrey Gilbert on the Faculty Retreat as chair/ representative of the Diversity Council.

**Majed, Ziad**
- Co-taught a FirstBridge course with Rebekah Rast and co-organized a cultural study trip to Malta attended by 15 students where they gave a lecture on languages and identities at the University of Malta.
Martz, Linda
- Co-taught “Women in World History I” with Elizabeth Kinne.
- Co-taught a FirstBridge course with Evelyn Odonkor.

Medin, Daniel
- Launched a FirstBridge course with Amanda Dennis.
- Directed Center for Writers and Translators (CWT) with Daniel Gunn.
- Collaborated with Stephen Sawyer’s Research Center for the Critical Democracy Studies to organize an event for the author, Joshua Cohen, who won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 2022.

Medved, Maria

Piani, Claudio
- Collaborated with Elena Berg on a climate change experiment in which the response of beetle populations.

Picard, Anne-Marie
- Collaborated with Caroline Laurent and Russell Williams on the International Conference (CNRS-Paris III-AUP) with Alexander Géfen (Directeur Adjoint Scientifique-Section 35, “Philosophie, Littératures, arts”, Institut des Sciences Humaines et Sociales du CNRS – Directeur de recherche au CNRS-UMR THALIM, “Théorie et histoire des arts et des littératures de la modernité”, CNRS-Université Paris 3-Sorbonne Nouvelle-ENS); and Denis Peschanski (Directeur de recherche au CNRS Centre européen de sociologie et de science politique, CNRS, Université Paris I, EHESS).

Rast, Rebekah
- Co-taught the FirstBridge course “History, Politics and Languages” with Ziad Majed
- Read Kaylh Altimore’s BA thesis titled “Towards an Anthropology of Accented Speech: Translating the ambivalence of accentedness” with supervisor Tanya Elder.
- Organized AUP student Caroline Laurent’s visit to the École d’été in Figéac on the topic “Bilittératie: processus, méthodes et terrains”, organized by the Groupement d’intérêt scientifique (GIS), ReAL2 - Réseau français d'acquisition des langues secondes.

Roy, Sneharika
- Co-taught “Touchstones of World Literature” with Daniel Medin.
- Co-taught “Interpreting Cultures, Inventing Worlds” with Tanya Elder.

Sawyer, Stephen
- Collaborated with Julian Culp on a special issue of Democratic Theory drawn from the symposium “What Demos for the 21st Century?”.  
- Worked with Sofia Valeonti as fellow at the CCDS for reading groups, talks, and conferences.
- Worked with Roman Zinigrad on Horizon Europe grants and related student activities.
- Organized with Roman Zinigrad AUP student visit to the Tocqueville Conversations event.
- Organized with Roman Zinigrad AUP student participation in a civil society that included students from Sciences Po, Georgetown, HEC, and others. AUP students came in second with an outstanding project.
- Organized with Russell Williams AUP student participation in the Athens Democracy Forum.

Schiff, Brian
- Co-taught “Conflict and the Cosmopolitan Imagination” with Philip Golub.

Shimony, Jonathan
- Collaborated with Susan Perry to bring the Royal Cambodian Ballet to the American University of Paris in conjunction with the exhibition, “War and Beauty.”

Spieler, Miranda
- Collaborated with Mitchell Rutledge (Schaeffer Fellow, AUP) and Susan Perry on the organization of the online event “Le Réformiste et la Place de la Femme dans L’Islam Contemporain/Reform and the Role of Women in Contemporary Islam”.

Stauss, Renate
- Collaborated with Sophie Kurkdjian in the curation and production of “Fashion Industry Talks: Professional Perspectives” and “Fashion Research Seminar” Series.

Svoronou, Alexandra
- Co-faculty advisor with Seta Kazandjian Morgan Phillips for a student for the self-designed major in Neuropsychology.
Tresilian, David
- Co-taught a class with Sharman Levinson.
- Co-taught a section of FirstBridge with Justin McGuinness.
- Served the Comparative Literature and English Department in the Spring and Fall semesters in association with Daniel Medin and Daniel Gunn.
- Collaborated with Michael Stoepel on a joint project with Paul Love, School of Humanities & Social Sciences, Al-Akhawayn University, Morocco.

Weill, Sharon
- Invited speaker at Virtual Forum entitled “Understanding the War in Ukraine”. The George and Irina Schaeffer Center Event, American University of Paris, 10 May 2022.
- Co-organization of a multi-disciplinary conference at Sciences Po with the support of the Schaeffer Center on the French Bataclan trial with the participation of the Presiding judge, November 2022.

Westley, Hannah
- Organized Cultural Study Program visit to Iceland with Charles Talcott.
- Organized Cultural Study Program visit to Egypt with David Tresilian.
- Sustainable Development Practicum in India with Tanya Elder.

Zinigrad, Roman
- Collaborated with Stephen Sawyer in conducting research and inviting guest speakers for the D.Rad.
- Collaborated with Stephen Sawyer to coach a team of three AUP students to prepare for the “Tocqueville Challenge”, for which they developed a project of general interest that competed in an international competition organized by the Tocqueville Foundation.
- Collaborated with Stephen Sawyer to coordinate visit of three AUP students to the conference “The Russian Question: The West Facing Putin” held at the Château de Tocqueville.
VIII. Study Trips

**Bodevin, Suzanne**
Coinhouse headquarters for a presentation on cryptocurrencies by the Scientific Director Manuel Valente.

**Cath, Albert**
Athens, Greece

**Dennis, Amanda**
Royaumont Abbey with Biswamit Dwibedy.
Bordeaux as part of the FirstBridge course, “Writing Paris, Writing Places”.

**Doyle, Waddick**
Sweden
Senegal

**Dwibedy, Biswamit**
Royaumont Abbey with Amanda Dennis.

**Earhart, Robert**
Athens, Greece
Biella, Italy

**Elder, Tanya**
Sustainable Development Practicum for 14 students in Auroville, Tamil Nadu, South India.
Field visit with Fred Cebron for AUP first year students to Cévennes, France.

**Gardner, Hall**
Brussels
Bruges
Venice
Geneva

**Gardner, Isabel**
Naples
Geneva
Venice
Brussels

**Golub, Philip**
Cres, Croatia with Brian Schiff

**Hobart, Brenton**
Jerusalem

**Kobtzeff, Oleg**
Finland and Estonia

**Majed, Ziad**
Malta with Professor Rebekah Rast

**Odonkor, Evelyn**
Stockholm
Ghana
Rast, Rebekah
Malta with Ziad Majed

Schiff, Brian
Warsaw, Otwock, and Treblinka

Shimony, Jonathan
Rome and Tivoli
Verona and Mantova
Rome
Professor Rebekah Rast talks with students during a Cultural Program study trip to Istanbul.

Professor Justin McGuinness (third right) with students on the study trip to Morocco.

Professors Tanya Elder (right) and Waddick Doyle (back right) with students on a study trip to Stockholm.

Professor Stéphane Treilhou on the Cultural Program study trip to Madrid.
Awards, Honors & Appointments

Coren, Ruth
- 2022 AUP Faculty Award for Innovation in Interdisciplinary Studies, shared with Russell Williams.
- 2022 Alumnae Award for Academia, MLC School, Sydney, Australia.

Crepelliere, Olivier
- Distinguished Teaching Award nomination.

Culp, Julian
- Appointed as editor of Analyse & Kritik – Journal of Philosophy and Social Theory.
- Appointed as mentor of the Paris-based scholarship holders of the Cusanuswerk, one of the academic-merit based scholarship foundations of the German Ministry of Education and Research.

Doyle, Waddick
- AUP Trustees Award for curricular innovation with Justin Mcguiness.

Earhart, Robert

Feldman, Jessica
- Artist in Residence, La Générale, Paris, 2022
- Artist Resident/subsidized studio space, Câsure Paris, Plateau Urbain, Summer 2022- onwards.

Feltham, Oliver
- Continued appointment in the selection committee of the Ecole Doctorale of the Departement de Philosophie de l’Université Paris I.

Gao, Zed Zhipeng
- Distinguished Early Career Contributions in Qualitative Inquiry Award, Quantitative and Qualitative Methods, Division 5 of the American Psychological Association.
- Early Career Award, Society for the History of Psychology, Division 26 of the American Psychological Association.
- Honorable mention of John C. Burnham Early Career Award, Forum for History of Human Science.

Harsin, Jayson
Majed, Ziad
- Appointed as a board member for the Samira Al-Khalil French Cultural Association, a feminist organization supporting women’s creativity in Mediterranean countries.

McGuinness, Justin
- AUP Trustees Award for curricular innovation with Waddick Doyle.

Medin, Daniel
- Named to jury of Aficionado Award, co-sponsored by Frankfurt and Turin Book Fairs
- Named to jury of Prix de littérature étrangère.
- Served on the selection committee of Columbia University’s Harriman Residencies for Ukrainian Fellows in Paris.
- Served on the board of directors of the Bergen International Literature Festival in Norway.
- Served on the group that designed and ran Literature Live around the World (a virtual collaboration between BILF and international literature festivals in Perth, Kabul, Jaipur, Dubai, Lagos, Buenos Aires, Edinburgh, Lyon, Berkeley, Toronto and Treasure Beach).

Medved, Maria
- Faculty Teaching Award nomination.

Payne, Robert
- The ALIP Board of Trustees’ Award for Outstanding Research and Publication.

Perry, Susan
- Named by the French Prime Minister’s Office to the Human Rights Commission (CNCDH) and elected Vice President of the Sub-committee on International Humanitarian Law and Humanitarian Aid.

Rast, Rebekah
- Member of the French research lab UMR 7023 Structures Formelles du Langage, and the subgroup Acquisition et Psycholinguistique.
- Member of the French research team Langues et Grammaires du Monde dans l’Espace Francophone (LGMEF) (formerly Langues et Grammaires Ile de France).
- Member of the Groupement d’intérêt scientifique (GIS), ReAL2 - Réseau français d’acquisition des langues seconday.
- Steering Committee member of the project Varieties of Initial Learners in Language Acquisition (VILLA), a cross-linguistic study of the early stages of foreign language learning (Polish).

Rosenstein, Roy
- AUP Trustees Award for teaching.

Sawyer, Stephen
- Appointed as Kratter Visiting Professor to the History Department, Stanford University.

Suprinyak, Carlos Eduardo
- Appointed as Secretary of the History of Economics Society.
- Member of Scientific Committee, 8th Latin American Conference on the History of Economic Thought.

Weill, Sharon
- Associate Researcher nomination at the Institut des Sciences Juridique et Philosophique de la Sorbonne, Law Faculty, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne.
- Signed a book contract with Cambridge University Press.
- Research Co-director of the research project: “The Asylum Justice System between Crisis and Routine - An Ethnographic Study at the French Asylum Courts”, financed by IERDJ (CNRS/Ministry of Justice).

Williams, Russell
- Appointed to Times Literary Supplement as consultant editor for French Literature.
- Served as an external member of the University of London Institute in Paris (ULIP) Exam board.
- Invited by Professor Bradley Stephens (University of Bristol) and Professor Douglas Morrey (University of Warwick) to join the new Masculinities in Contemporary France research network as a founding member.
- AUP Faculty Award for Innovation in Interdisciplinary Studies, shared with Ruth Corran.

Zhang Yue, Kate
X. Community Involvement & Field Work

Alijani, Shahram
- Editorial and Reviewing for: *Journal of Business Ethics, European Management Review, European Academy of Management (EURAM), Academy of Management (AOM).*

Balestrieri, Francesca
- Peer-review, articles for *Advances in Mathematics, Acta Arithmetica*.
- Ongoing training in “Natural Language Processing with Deep Learning”, Artificial Intelligence Professional Program, Stanford School of Engineering.
- Hosted by the Institute of Science and Technology Austria to work on the project titled “Manin’s conjecture for the symmetric square of del Pezzo surfaces” together with K. Destagnol, J. Lyczak, J. Park, and N. Rome.
- Collaborated in the NSF-funded project entitled “FRG: Collaborative Research: Definability and Computability over Arithmetically Significant Fields”, led by Barry Mazur (Harvard), Karl Rubin (UC Irvine), Alexandra Shlapentokh (U. East Carolina), Jennifer Park (U. Ohio) and Florian Pop (UPenn). July 22-June 25.

Behnke, Michael
- Currently representing an Italian NGO (Plant Litter Association) in France and Germany, for which he has contributed to the development of a pan-European initiative by the name of “Cats For Future”.
- General manager of Bell Button Paris, a brand consultancy firm specializing in brand strategy and operational marketing.

Berg, Elena
- Director, The Joy and Edward Frieman Environmental Science Center.
- Created and curated open educational resources related to environmental justice in collaboration with members of several AMICAL institutions and attended a 5-day research forum in Durham (North Carolina, US), which was supported by a grant from the Scholarly Communication Institute (TriangleSCI).
- Involved in several professional organizations, including the International Society for Behavioral Ecology, the European Society for Evolutionary Biology (ESEB), and the Animal Behavior Society (ABS).
Bodevin, Suzanne
- Member of Sustainable Finance Geneva.
- Member of Louis Bachelier Foundation, Paris.
- The Fletcher School of Law & Diplomacy (Tufts University) Alumni Network.
- Engaged with St. Omer Foundation.

Brockmeier, Jens
- Editorial and Reviewing for various scientific and academic journals.

Caballer Gutierrez, Manuel
- Research associate in a laboratory at the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle (National Natural History Museum in Paris).
- Developed an intensive research activity under the scope of the frame project “La Planète Revisitée (in Corsica)” and in collaboration with the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle that included three field trips to Corsica.

Caglayan, Emre
- Member of NECS (European Network for Cinema and Media Studies) and BAFTSS (The British Association of Film, Television and Screen Studies).

Canelas, Carla
- Peer-review, Social Science and Medicine, Small Business Economics.
- External evaluator of the Erasmus Mundus Master QEM at Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne.
- Research Associate at the Centre d’Economie de la Sorbonne, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne.
- Member of the PhD thesis Committee of Mr. Serge Angbo, Université d’Angers, 2019-2023.

Carbonell, Isabelle
- Research trip to the island of Vieques, Puerto Rico for her new short film on invasive iguanas and colonialism.

Carlson, Kerstin Bree
- Research on terror trial ethnography, including the Bataclan trial and Charlie Hebdo appeal.

Cath, Albert
- Member of International Research Consortium LITEM.
- Visiting professor of Interdisciplinary Arts, part of Zuyd University of Applied Sciences in Maastricht, the Netherlands.
- Member of the Strategic Committee of iArts, (Interdisciplinary Arts Maastricht).
- Presented to CSGI (an international IT consultancy company) upon the invitation from an alumna of the MSIM program, for sustainability management in the context of their ESG policies.
- Management Project on Services to the Homeless with Ithaca Laundry, April 2022, Athens, Greece.
- Management Project on Sustainable Fashion with Kaylia Group, October 2022, Biella, Italy.

Culp, Julian
- Hosted Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen F.C. Sophia Student Association’s two-day visit to The American University of Paris in May 2022.
- Involved with The Global Justice Network.
- Involved with a group of Paris-London educational and political theorists, led by Hugh Starkey
- Member of Sciences Po Political Theory Research Seminar (SPOT).
- Memberships (continued) in the German Association for Philosophy (DGPhil), German Association for Political Science (DVPW), North American Association of Philosophy of Education.
- Manuscript review (continued) for Social Theory and Practice and Oxford University Press.

Dennis, Amanda
- Book Reviews Editor for The Beckett Circle, the print publication of the International Society for Beckett Studies.
- Currently working on a special issue of The Journal of Beckett Studies devoted to the Anthropocene; which is expected to be published Spring 24.
- Arranged visits in Paris as part of the course “Firstbridge in Creative Writing: Writing Paris, Writing Place” featuring writers Anna Louise Milne, Rachel Donadio, and Aysegul Savas.
- Coordinated the Paris Writer-in Residence program, AUP’s partnership with Kent University (Paris School of the Arts), and the Centre Culturel Irlandais.
- Organized two semi-public events with authors Rosa Rankin Gee and Nafkote Tamirat.
- Organized three visits for the SICW with Lan Samantha Chang, head of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, Cole Swenson, and Lisa Robertson.
- Served as post-graduate fiction prize judge for The Iowa Writers Workshop.
- Board member and prize jury member for literary non-profit, First Pages Prize.
- Volunteer tutor for Maisons des Jeunes Talents.
- Peer-review, Samuel Beckett Today/ Aujourd’hui.
**Doyle, Waddick**
- Managing and associate editor for *Literary Journalism Studies* (Northwestern University Press).

**Dwibedy, Biswamit**
- Visiting Lecturer, University of Kent, Fall 2022.
- Visiting Lecturer, St. Louis University, Madrid, June 2022.
- Served on the GLACC committee for 2022-2023.
- Created the AUP Young Writers Retreat at Abbey Royaumont.
- Initiated conversations about creative partnerships at the graduate and undergraduate level with St. Louis University, Madrid; St. John’s University, New York (Paris Campus) and Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.
- Ongoing research on *The Hindooostani Coffee House*, (novel and screenplay) based on the first Indian restaurant in London; on *The Royal Parrot*, a book about Amir Khusraw, a poet in Delhi in the 14th century; and on *Haspatal*, a series written for streaming platforms, based on life in a medical campus in India in the 1970s.

**Earhart, Robert**
- Management Project on Services to the Homeless with Ithaca Laundry, an organization that offers sanitation services and outreach to the homeless. April 2022, Athens, Greece.
- Management Project on Sustainable Fashion with Kaylia Group, October 2022, Biella, Italy.

**Einbinder, Fred**
- Active member of the Academy of Legal Studies in Business (ALSB).
- Member of the American Society of Comparative Law.
- Member of the Comité Scientifique of Business and Legal Forum (Paris).
- Served (continued) on the Publications Committee of the *Journal of Transportation Law Logistics and Policy* and remain a member of the Association of Transportation Professionals.
- Participated in monthly online meetings of the Anti-corruption committee of the International Law section of the American Bar Association.
- Vice President, Advocacy of the Association of American Residents Overseas (AARO); conducted extensive work throughout 2022 on advocacy on taxation and financial reporting issues affecting Americans abroad.
- Attended a series of lectures on International Law at College de France, invited by Professor Stephanie BESSON.
- Attended several presentations on recent developments in the field of Anti-corruption and French legal issues at the August & Debouzey Law Firm.
- Liaison with and attending the classes of Sciences Po professors Valentina Lana and Michel Sapin, teaching courses in international anti-corruption.

**Ekovich, Steven**
- Zoom Conferences on US elections organized by the US Embassy in Paris with journalists in Mali, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Cameroon, Ivory Coast, and Guinea.

**Elder, Tanya**
- Collaborated with Sydney Environmental Center on a research project entitled “Grounded Imaginaries”.
- Member of Auroville International France, and collaboration with SEA (Social Entrepreneurship Association) Auroville, India.
- Mentored students in ethnography development communication for a project on transforming how we live in a future defined by climate change.

**Harsin, Jayson**
- Director, The Civic Media Lab.

**Hecker, Jurgen**
- Journalism (continued) at Agence France Presse (AFP) in Paris, publishing daily articles primarily about France for a global audience.

**Feldman, Jessica**
- Research trip to Barcelona, Spain to perform interviews and meetings with activists, scholars, and designers involved in Civic Tech projects for direct democracy and ecological transition.
- Conducted interviews and participant observation with associations and activists who have been working on social and ecological justice pursuant to their use of social media and digital storage/security, Paris and suburbs, in collaboration with Noémie Oxley and AUP alumna Zoe Serafinowicz.

**Feltham, Oliver**
- Jury member for Fiona Hile’s Ph.D. “Writing the Postscript in J. M. Coetzee’s Elizabeth Costello” in Creative Writing in the School of Culture and Communication at the University of Melbourne, 17th March 2022.
- External assessor for Dr. Alex Ling’s application for promotion to Full Professor at Western Sydney University
University, 15th July 2022.

- Co-supervisor and reporter on Caitlyn Lesuik’s confirmation of her PhD enrolment, Deakin University, 15 November 2022.
- Jury member for Angus Cameron’s Ph.D. “Commitment, Courage, & Caution: On the playwriting practicability of Alain Badiou’s materialist dialectic” submitted to fulfill the requirements of a doctorate in philosophy at the Victorian College for the Arts of the University of Melbourne, 26 December 2022.

**Fraser, Matthew**
- Member of the Anglo-American Press Association in Paris.

**Gao, Zed Zhipeng**
- Program Co-Chair, 54th annual meeting of Cheiron: The International Society for the History of Behavioral and Social Sciences, online.
- Award Adjudication Committee, Young Scholar Award, Cheiron: The International Society for the History of Behavioral and Social Sciences.
- Fieldwork in Canada.

**Gilbert, Geoffrey**
- Ran a Digital Seminar throughout the year, led by Alex Wermer-Colan from Temple University
- Led a session with sociologist Fabien Truong from Université Paris 8 on the complexities of encounters of first-generation students with tertiary education, April 2022.
- Presented the AUP Liberal Arts at the Times Higher Education Supplement Education Fair, May 2022.
- Hosted colleagues from the Middle East Technical University (Ankara, Turkey).

**Grigorenko, Tatiana**
- Guest Lecturer at École Nationale Supérieure Louis-Lumièrè.
- Consultant and advisor at Columbia University Institute for Ideas and Imagination Artist Residency Program.
- Advisory member at L’Air Arts Board of Directors.
- Organized conferences, events, workshops, and artist residencies for displaced Ukrainian artists in collaboration with l’Air Arts, Paris.

**Gunn, Daniel**
- Director, Center for Writers and Translators, The American University of Paris.
- Organised an evening with the author Anna-Louise Milne and the artist of her cahier Andy Robert (online).
- Research trip to Macmillan Archive, Basingstoke, UK, within the scope of the ongoing Muriel Spark Letters project.

**Harmsin, Jayson**
- Article manuscript review for the following journals: Media and Communication, Critical Studies in Media Communication, and Communication Review.
- Book manuscript review for Bloomsbury Press.

**Hollinshead-Strick, Cary**
- Peer-reviewer for Dix-Neuf, the British journal for nineteenth-century French Studies.
- Served (continued) on the MLA committee for 19th century French, which involves formulating calls for papers, evaluating submissions, communicating with participants, and chairing panels at the MLA conference.

**Harding, Adrian**
- French Translation (continued) of three books on Shakespeare by James Shapiro: 1599, 1606: the Year of Lear and Contested Will.
- Participated in a poetry reading in Madrid, August 2022.
- Participated in a poetry reading at the University of Aix en Provence and in Marseille, September 2022.

**Kazandjian, Seta**
- Served as France Representative on the Global Engagement Committee of the International Neuropsychological Society, ECCroN (European Consortium of Cross-Cultural Neuropsychology).
- President at SPRINT France, a professional non-profit organization for children with special needs in France.
- Société de Neuropsychologie de Langue Française (SNLF).
- Collaborated with non-profit organizations Santé Armenie (based in France), Armenian Mental Health
Initiative (based in New York), and Armenian American Mental Health Association (based in California) to volunteer as a supervising psychologist to assist first responders and on-the-ground health care workers in providing psychological first aid, early intervention for trauma-related conditions (acute stress disorder), and preparing clinical training sessions for Traumatic Brain Injury and PTSD for soldiers and displaced families in Armenia.

Kim, Youna
- Served as an editorial board member for the following journals: *International Journal of Cultural Studies, Global Media and Communication, Feminist Media Studies, Communication Yearbook (ICA), and International Journal of Social and Political Thought (International Journal of Criminology and Sociological Theory).*
- Book proposal review (continued) for publishers Routledge, SAGE, Polity, and Palgrave Macmillan.
- Reviewed thesis and manuscripts for Leeds University, UK (East Asian Studies); Macquarie University, Australia (Media, Communications, Creative Arts & Literature); The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva; Vrije Universiteit of Amsterdam (Social Psychology Research); University of San Francisco (Asia Pacific Studies); Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia (Postgraduate Research); Universität Heidelberg (Asia-Europe Studies); Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (East Asian Studies); and Goethe Universität Frankfurt (Korean Studies).

Kinne, Elizabeth
- Associate editor, “Palgrave Macmillan Encyclopedia of Medieval Women’s Writing”.
- Series co-editor with Laura Kalas (Swansea University) for Gender and Medieval Studies, Brepols.
- Member of the Steering Committee for Gender and Medieval Studies, UK.
- Participated in the NEH Summer Institute Philosophies of Care at Reed College, Portland, OR, USA.
- FirstBridge Coordinator.
- Member of the FYE Task Force.

Kobtzeff, Oleg
- Editor in chief and publisher of *N&C - Nature & Cultures*, online geographic magazine.
- Editor in chief and publisher of *Waters of the Globe* online forum.

Kurkdjian, Sophie
- Editorial board member of *International Journal of Fashion Studies*.
- Directed and animated the French research group “Culture(s) de Mode”, in cooperation with the French Ministry of Cultural Affairs and l’Institut Français.

Laurent, Caroline
- Member of Sin-Ming Shaw award committee.
- Member of Schaeffer Center scientific committee.
- Reviewed articles for *French Cultural Studies* and *Journal of Perpetrator Research* as well as a book proposal for Liverpool University Press.
- Attended the program called “Bilittératie; processus, méthodologies et terrains” in Figeac, a summer school gathering teacher-scholars in the field of Linguistics from Europe and the United States.

Lincoln, Lissa
- Collaborated (continued) with research groups CIEPFC/philOfr, République des Savoirs UAR 3608 CNRS - Ecole Normale Supérieure.

Majed, Ziad
- Scientific board member of the Arab Reform Institute and the Institut de Recherches et d'Etudes sur la Méditerranée et le Moyen-Orient (IREMMO).
- Member of the association of the Institut du Monde Arabe à Paris.
- Research and interviews (continued) in Lebanon and Spain on questions related to refugees, crisis management, political transitions, religious myths and narratives, and political consociationalism.

Malo, Stéphane
- Member of the Comité Scientifique d'Ad Valorem of Harmattan publishing house, edited two books: “Salarisés et Dirigeants en Confiance et Clef de Réussite et Rêve pour l’Entreprise”.
- Held an online session “15 minutes with...” for Tim Allen/Christopher Grinbergs to help recruit new students, 4 April 2022.

McGuinness, Justin
- Tutor for refugee students at the Association Pierre Claver, Paris.
- Peer-reviewed two academic articles for the *Journal of North African Studies and Planning Perspectives*.

Medin, Daniel
- Advisor for the Bibliotopia Festival in Montricher, Switzerland.
Schreibheit, and Astra Magazine.

- Editor-at-large for Astra Magazine, New York City.
- Arranged serialization of Yevgenia Beloruset’s War Diary in several newspapers and magazines, among them are La Vanguardia (Spain), Kathimerini (Greece), Vagant (Norway), Transfuge (France), and K24 (Turkey).
- Associate Director, The Center for Writers and Translators, AUP.

Mlih, Fouad

- Served as a coordinator for the French MESR (Le ministère de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la Recherche) on the tuition program called Bourses d’excellence (with DEAC in Cairo, IFPO in Beirut and Amman, CERMOM in Tunis).

Odonkor, Evelyn

- Guest editor for TOURISMOs, an international multidisciplinary journal of tourism which is published after each ICCMI (International Conference on Contemporary Marketing Issues) Conference.

Orero-Valle, Jessica

- Ongoing research on the dynamics of DNA helicases and “structural studies of the promoter initiation complex in KRAS proto-oncogene” at ENS (École Normale Supérieure).
- Director of publications for Tocqueville Review/Tocqueville21.
- Associate Editor for Annales. Histoire, Sciences Sociales.
- Member of the Executive Committee at International Political Science Association.
- Kratter Visiting Professor to the History Department, Stanford University.
- Editor for International Political Science Abstracts.
- Principal Investigator on EU Horizon Grant. D.Rad.
- Director, The Center for Critical Democracy Studies, AUP.

Pascucci, Marco

- Worked on the development of a cluster-based image processing pipeline for microscopy data.
- Mentor to two PhD students at CEA.
- Mentor to a PhD student at ICM (Institut du Cerveau).

Picard, Anne-Marie

- Elected member and secrétaire-adjointe of the comité social et économique (CSE).
- Elected Référente Risques psychosociaux et harcèlement, CSE.

Rast, Rebekah

- Editor and member of the editorial board for Language, Interaction and Acquisition Journal.
- Editor and member of the editorial board, JESLA (previously EUROSLA Yearbook), the Journal of the European Second Language Association, John Benjamins, Amsterdam.
- Educational project (continued) at Collège Jean-Jacques Rousseau in Pré-St-Gervais (Seine-Saint-Denis), a middle school that has a high proportion of migrant children. AUP Students contributed to language classes through English conversations with the school students.
- Member of the Executive Board for Western Society for the Study of French History and Millstone Prize Committee.
- Member of Burbank Prize Committee, American Society for the Study of Legal History.

Ryman, Rene

- Invited Cassmer Ward CEO of Nexagy, a consulting company, as guest speaker.
- Invited Tim Sieber, aviation executive and consultant, as guest speaker.

Roy, Sneharika


Russakoff, Anna

- Served as the Medieval Art Field Editor of the online book review journal, CAA Reviews.

Schiff, Brian


Schies, Christy

- Reviewed two articles for the journal Food and Foodways.

Schwab, Miranda

- Member of the Executive Board for Western Society for the Study of French History and Millstone Prize Committee.
- Member of Burbank Prize Committee, American Society for the Study of Legal History.

Sawyer, Stephen

- Elected member and secrétaire-adjointe of the comité social et économique (CSE).
- Elected Référente Risques psychosociaux et harcèlement, CSE.

Rast, Rebekah

- Editor and member of the editorial board for Language, Interaction and Acquisition Journal.
- Editor and member of the editorial board, JESLA (previously EUROSLA Yearbook), the Journal of the European Second Language Association, John Benjamins, Amsterdam.
- Educational project (continued) at Collège Jean-Jacques Rousseau in Pré-St-Gervais (Seine-Saint-Denis), a middle school that has a high proportion of migrant children. AUP Students contributed to language classes through English conversations with the school students.
- Member of the Executive Board for Western Society for the Study of French History and Millstone Prize Committee.
- Member of Burbank Prize Committee, American Society for the Study of Legal History.
Served at the Thesis Monitoring committee at Paris 1 - ENS for Shandiva Banerjee and principal advisor to Vincent Denis.

**Stauss, Renate**
- Completed the course “Academic Writing in the age of artificial intelligence(s) / Academic Writing im Zeitalter künstlicher Intelligenz(en)” at Berlin Center for Higher Education (BZHL), 5–9 September 2022.
- Became a member of Union of Concerned Researchers in Fashion.
- Member of Culture(s) de Mode, France.
- Member of The International Council of Museums, UK.
- Member of Network Fashion Textile, Germany.
- Became involved with the research group “Fashioning Education”, facilitated by Berlin University of the Arts, Germany, 1 January 2021 – 31 December 2023.

**Suprinyak, Carlos Eduardo**
- Co-Editor for Research in the History of Economic Thought and Methodology.
- Peer-review for academic journals: History of Political Economy, History of Economic Ideas, Research in the History of Economic Thought and Methodology, and Estudos Econômicos.

**Treilhou, Stéphane**
- Collaborated with Dr. Yuko Katsutani on a project to reconstruct a medieval clavichord.

**Tresilian, David**
- Consultancy work for various organizations including Al-Ahram in Cairo, advising on Middle East material in the organization’s weekly English-language publication and online news service.
- Peer review for the journal Arabica.
- Educational project with faculty and students at Al-Akhawayn University in Morocco. AUP and AUI students engaged in discussions through virtual exchange on Teams. This activity was carried out with Paul Love, School of Humanities & Social Sciences at Al-Akhawayn, and implemented with Library liaison Michael Stoepel as part of the Global Course Connections Program run by the GLCA.

**Weill, Sharon**
- Court observations at terror trials and asylum procedures, also with AUP students.
- Did peer review for several articles.

**Williams, Russell**
- Student search for Athens Democracy Forum, Spring 2022.

**Zinigrad, Roman**
- Clinical Fellow at the Sciences Po Human Rights Clinic, supervising student research on the right to education.
XI. Public Commentary & Media Coverage

**Caballer Gutierrez, Manuel**
- “Nudibranchios y otras babosas marinas de Venezuela (2022)” received wide media coverage on various social media platforms.
- Book presentation “Nudibranchios y otras babosas marinas de Venezuela” – Editorial explora / Todotepuy. [Link](https://twitter.com/Topotepuy/status/16339184316613509?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5EEmbeddedtimeline%7Ctwterm%5EScreen-name%3AEexplora_ABD%7Ctwcon%5Ees1)
- Book coverage “Nudibranchios y otras babosas marinas de Venezuela” – Editorial explora / Instagram. [Link](https://www.instagram.com/p/Cm-R6EdNnrL/)
- Book coverage “Nudibranchios y otras babosas marinas de Venezuela” – Provita internacional. [Link](https://www.facebook.com/ProvitaONG/posts/5828680640543150/?paip=v=06eav%3AAY7tAssTm7cA6VCf/UnOdL-KYy6M1AaFEUo9muu6v_iickQZjGlk91vHJa_F5fb7LxyF6_rdr).

**Carlson, Kerstin**

**Culp, Julian**

**Einbinder, Fred**
- “Ma combine au Canada.” Interview by Radio-Canada’s investigative reporting unit on international corruption, 2 November 2022.

**Ekovich, Steven**
Golub, Philip
- “Élections de mi-mandat aux États-Unis: victoire et défaite relatives pour les deux camps”. Interview by RFI Radio France Internationale, 12 April 2022. https://rfi.fr/my/8tksy

Kobtzeff, Oleg
- “Invasion Militaire Russe en Ukraine”. Interview by France 24, 24 February 2022. https://twitter.com/france24_fr/status/1497221093521690627

Gardner, Hall

Kobtzeff, Oleg
- “Invasion Militaire Russe en Ukraine”. Interview by France 24, 24 February 2022. https://twitter.com/france24_fr/status/1497221093521690627
- “En Ouzbékistan, Chinois et Russe unis face à l’Occident : Xi-Poutine, une amitié inébranlable ?”. Le Débat on France 24, presented by Claire Hilderbrandt, 15 September 2022. https://f24.my/8tKQ
- “Biden’s Ukraine strategy: Money, weapons, sanctions... what next?”. The Debate on France 24, presented by Mark Owen, 2 March 2022. https://f24.my/8QxW.

Majed, Ziad
- Interviewed by French and Belgian media outlets: Le Monde, Libération, Mediapart, L’Express, La Croix, L’Orient à L’Envers, Le Soir, Ouest-France, L’Observateur, AFP, France 5, TV5, Public Sénat, France 24, France Culture, France Inter, Radio Classique, TSF Jazz, RTBF and ARTE) on developments in the Middle East.
- Participated in 22 different talk shows as a guest on LBCI, Aljarzeera and Alarabiya Satellite TV channels, broadcasting in Arabic from Beirut, Doha, and Dubai.

Public Commentary & Media Coverage
Medin, Daniel
- Extensive media coverage during announcements for prizes judged.
- Extensive media footprint (YouTube videos, social media posts, etc.) for public appearances with authors.

Stauss, Renate
- Interview with Sally Lohan on Nike Cultural & Societal Trends, 24 January 2022.
- “Tanveer Ahmed on fashion education between practice of freedom and violent space, and love as a way to reform it” Fashion is a great teacher – The fashion education podcast by Renate Stauss and Franziska Schreiber, 19 May 2022. https://www.buzzsprout.com/1366414/10644991

Payne, Robert
- “The Velvet Underground and Nico”. Interview by France 2, Passage des Arts, 2022.

Vanel, Hervé
- “The Velvet Underground and Nico”. Interview by France 2, Passage des Arts, 2022.

Weill, Sharon
- “Sole surviving attacker in 2015 Paris terrorism rampage is convicted”. Interview by the Washington Post, June 29, 2022.
- Interviewed for “France 24” at the end of the Bataclan Trial, Live from the tribunal, 29 June 2022.

Williams, Russell
- Guest on the Times Literary Supplement podcast entitled “Liberté, Égalité and Fraternité” to discuss two new books on French thought, 26 May 2022. https://www.the-tls.co.uk/articles/liberte-egalite-et-fraternite/
Faculty Achievements 2022

The achievements recorded here have been collected from the yearly Faculty Activity Reports submitted to the Office of the Provost.